
Heading for Taylor Clark

Can control as is, linking it to LC NAF. 



AAP for Taylor Clark

Addition of a $0

This will stay in the record as long as the field is not controlled. However, remember that…
• …online controlling is when the cataloger controls the heading,
• …offline controlling is when our systems automatically control eligible headings.

Can control as is, linking it to LC NAF. 



AAP for Taylor Clark

Addition of a $0

This will stay in the record as long as the field is not controlled. However, remember that…
• …online controlling is when the cataloger controls the heading,
• …offline controlling is when our systems automatically control eligible headings.

Even though you may not control a heading, it may be controlled later. 
Once the heading is controlled, $0 is not visible in the record. 

Can control as is, linking it to LC NAF. 



Non-LC subfield $0s

If there isn’t an LC authority record to link to, can add other URIs, but note that these ARE NOT retained (at this 
time) when the heading is controlled. 



Non-LC subfield $0s

If there isn’t an LC authority record to link to, can add other URIs, but note that these ARE NOT retained (at this 
time) when the heading is controlled. 

Addition of $1

Subfield $1 can be added to the end of the AAP. 



Non-LC subfield $0s

If there isn’t an LC authority record to link to, can add other URIs, but note that these ARE NOT retained (at this 
time) when the heading is controlled. 

Addition of $1

Subfield $1 can be added to the end of the AAP. 

When this heading is controlled, the subfield $0 is removed, but the subfield $1 remains visible.



Subfield $1 is repeatable…



Subfield $1 is repeatable…

…and remains in the record, after the headings is controlled.



Information on affected fields, other 
functionality, etc. available in Technical 
Bulletin 268 which you can reach at 
oc.lc/tb268. 

Other notes:
• Preference for conservative application

• But no list of URIs sources
• You can export $0 URIs through Record 

Manager, either individual or in bulk



Export settings for $0 URIs in Record Manager

Under the 
Record Manager 
Preferences button, 
you can set which 
URIs you would like 
to receive on export. 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
So what does this look like? Starting last December, Record Manager users could set their preferences to export URIs. You can see from this example that I would like URIs from the LC/NACO Authority File and LCSH. Other options include the German GND authorities and MeSH. 



Export settings for $0 URIs in Collection Manager

Under the Collection 
Manager Settings 
button, you can set 
which URIs you would 
like to receive on 
export. 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
In the spring, Collection Manager users gained the ability to export URIs in their bulk downloads of records. 



Exporting $0 URIs

In the Record 
Manager record, 
check that the 
headings are 
controlled. 

After export, 
controlled headings 
will include the 
subfield $0 URI.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
After the settings are saved, you can pull up any bibliographic record. Check that the headings you would like URIs for are controlled. Record Manager works the same as in Connexion for controlling NACO and LCSH. The blue link to show it’s controlled. These headings will have the subfield $0 once they are exported. 



Exporting $0 URIs
=100  1\$aChan, Lois Mai,$eauthor.
=245  10$aCataloging and classification :$ban introduction /$cLois Mai Chan and Athena Salaba.
=250  \\$aFourth edition.
=264  \1$aLanham, Maryland :$bRowman & Littlefield Publishers,$c[2016]
=264  \4$c©2016
=300  \\$axviii, 784 pages :$billustrations ;$c24 cm
=504  \\$aIncludes bibliographical references (pages 755-769) and index.
=630  00$aResource description & access.
=650  \0$aCataloging.
=650  \0$aClassification$xBooks.
=700  1\$aSalaba, Athena,$eauthor.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Normal export either in Connexion or Record Manager looks like this. You only get the text strings. 



Exporting $0 URIs
=100  1\$aChan, Lois Mai,$eauthor.$0http://id.loc.gov/authorities/names/n78012981.html
=245  10$aCataloging and classification :$ban introduction /$cLois Mai Chan and Athena Salaba.
=250  \\$aFourth edition.
=264  \1$aLanham, Maryland :$bRowman & Littlefield Publishers,$c[2016]
=264  \4$c©2016
=300  \\$axviii, 784 pages :$billustrations ;$c24 cm
=504  \\$aIncludes bibliographical references (pages 755-769) and index.
=630  00$aResource description & 
access.$0http://id.loc.gov/authorities/names/n2010035897.html
=650  \0$aCataloging.$0http://id.loc.gov/authorities/subjects/sh85020816.html
=650  \0$aClassification$xBooks.$0http://id.loc.gov/authorities/subjects/sh85026721.html
=700  1\$aSalaba, Athena,$eauthor.$0http://id.loc.gov/authorities/names/no2006027735.html

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Using Record Manager, you can include the URIs in the export. In this record, each heading was controlled and the entire subject string could be represented with a subfield $0 URI. 
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